Time shall stop as your
fruits & veggies will
refuse to get spoilt
in our refrigerators.
VitaFreshPlus
The new range of Side-by-Side Refrigerators
from Bosch with VitaFresh Plus* technology that
keeps your fruits & veggies twice as fresh.
www.bosch-home.com/in

Image is for representational purpose only.
*VitaFresh Plus results are based on an independent study comparing Bosch VitaFresh Plus refrigerators against Bosch conventional refrigerators performed by an independent research company
in the USA. The displayed gures illustrate an average rate of decay of produce stored properly with VitaFresh Plus and with conventional refrigeration. All displayed gures are guidelines and
depend on factors including the quality of the produce and also assume appropriate storage and an uninterrupted refrigeration cycle from harvest until storage. Individual cases may vary.
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German Engineering

Bosch Refrigerators History is often rewritten.
Rarely, reimagined.
In 1886, Robert Bosch founded the workshop for precision mechanics and
electrical engineering in Stuttgart. This was the birth of today's globally
active Robert Bosch GmbH. From the very beginning, the company's history
has been characterised by innovative drive and social commitment. Bosch
offers refrigerators in a variety of sizes and styles to integrate into any
kitchen design. We've been at it, over 80 years. From our stylish high-end
refrigerator, to our small, space-friendly 24" and refrigerators with
bottom freezer, Bosch has an elegant and ef cient solution for everyone.

I ll rather lose money than trust.
(Robert Bosch)
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Serie 8 | Freshness

Serie 8 | Freshness

Your farmers market
now has a worthy competitor.

Unveiling the new range of
Bosch Side-by-Side refrigerators
that keep your fruits and
vegetables in their natural state.

Imagine the texture of delectable strawberries. The fragrance of apples
from the Himalayas. The green colour of the mint leaves. The whiff of
handpicked lemons. Picture Bosch Side-by-Side Refrigerators - The new
de nition of fresh.

*Image used for representational purpose only

We all know the feeling of stocking our fridge full of fresh food, only to nd
that a few days later it is no longer edible. Bosch refrigerator are equipped
with the best freshness system which helps to prolong the life of your fresh
products, meaning there will be fewer trips to the supermarket and you can
enjoy your favourite foods for longer.
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Serie 8 | VitaFresh Plus

Keeps an apple fresh for almost
100 days*. Discover VitaFresh Plus*
drawer 2x as nice.
Bosch refrigerators come equipped with the VitaFresh Plus* system which is
a product of unique German Innovation. It balances the humidity in the
vegetables and fruits compartment ensuring that the food stays fresh for
really long! Humidity control at an elevated humidity level avoids desiccation
and wilting while a rippled base minimizes the contact surface with
vegetables and fruits, thus reducing damage.
VitaFresh Plus* ef ciently maintains the original avour, texture and appearance
of fruits and vegetables and you are assured of fresh tasting food every day.
Thanks to this nely tuned system, moisture, vitamins and avour are preserved
for 2x as long.

VitaFresh Plus* results are based on an independent study comparing Bosch VitaFresh Plus refrigerators against Bosch conventional refrigerators performed by an independent
research company in the USA. The displayed gures illustrate an average rate of decay of produce stored properly with VitaFresh Plus and with conventional refrigeration.
All displayed gures are guidelines and depend on factors including the quality of the produce and also assume appropriate storage and an uninterrupted refrigeration cycle
from harvest until storage. Individual cases may vary.

*Image used for representational purpose only

Available on select models.
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Serie 8 | VitaFresh Plus

Why are temperature and
humidity important to storage?
A perfect balance of temperature control and functional humidity control
helps food retain superior freshness. It slows down or even stops product
decay. Humidity control avoids desiccation and wilting. Thus the fruit and
vegetables stay crisp and healthy. Vitamin loss is signi cantly reduced and
the storage time is prolonged. So you can enjoy maximum freshness and
forget about food wastage.

Apple

100 days of freshness

Cherries

Apricotes

Grapes

14 days of freshness

25 days of freshness

14 days of freshness

Blackberries

Kiwi fruit

3 days of freshness

30-50 days of freshness

Raspberries
3 days of freshness

Peaches

15 days of freshness

Plum

14 days of freshness

Cabbage

How does VitaFresh Plus* work?

60 days of freshness

Asparagus
10-15 days of freshness

Fresh herbs

VitaFresh Plus* helps you maintain the perfect humidity levels and this can
be conveniently adjusted via the slide control depending on the type and
quantity of food stored. Storage conditions can thus be optimally adjusted
as per the stored fruit and vegetables. Vegetables like, for instance, delicate
lettuce or herbs, require a very high humidity level. Fruit like apples, pears or
berries are best kept at a lower level of humidity. Thanks to this nely tuned
system, moisture, vitamins and avor are preserved for twice as long.

14-20 days of freshness

Broccoli

10 days of freshness

Leeks

20-30 days of freshness

Celery
20 days of freshness

Mushrooms
5-7 days of freshness

Lettuce

14-20 days of freshness

Carrots
60-80 days of freshness

Spinach

Radish

7-10 days of freshness

10 days of freshness

Strawberries

5 days of freshness

*VitaFresh Plus results are based on an independent study comparing Bosch VitaFresh Plus refrigerators against Bosch conventional refrigerators performed by an independent
research company in the USA. The displayed gures illustrate an average rate of decay of produce stored properly with VitaFresh Plus and with conventional refrigeration.
All displayed gures are guidelines and depend on factors including the quality of the produce and also assume appropriate storage and an uninterrupted refrigeration cycle
from harvest until storage. Individual cases may vary.
Available on select models.

*Image used for representational purpose only
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Serie 8 | Design

Crafted for Elegance
Elegant, functional and packed with technology, our new Bosch
Side-by-Side refrigerators are going to become a talking point in
your kitchen. Our refrigerators are equipped with beautiful glass door
and digital display which seamlessly ts into any modern home. These
are no longer just a place to store your food, but an integral part of a
modern design kitchen.

*Image used for representational purpose only
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Serie 8 | Space

Enjoy the luxury of space.

Spacious Interiors
Get spacious interiors like
never before with our
geometry and insulation
solution. We give you more
space on the inside with 630
l and 650 l capacity class.
And when you need an even
larger space, all the drawers
and shelves can be easily
removed from the freezer
compartment, quickly
putting the entire freezer
space at your disposal.
There are 4 safety glass
shelves of which 3 are
height adjustable.

*Image used for representational purpose only

BigBox
The BigBox gives you
plenty of space to
accommodate and stack
everything. With the
BigBox, store an entire leg
of lamb, several pizzas, or
a tall container full of
freshly picked Blueberries.
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Serie 8 | Cooling

The coolest of them all.
Two Cooling System
The Twin Cooling System is a highlight with this refrigerator. Cold air is not
shared between the fridge and the freezer. These two compartments are
powered by separate cooling circuits with individual temperature controls
using 2 evaporators. The temperature in the freezer and the fridge is
maintained constant at the desired level and is subject to very less
uctuation. Thus there isno transfer of odour and humidity from the fridge
to freezer or vice versa. Power consumption is also reduced as the cooling
systems function optimally in their respective sections.

Super Cooling
Experience faster cooling
at your ngertips. At the
press of a button, you
can reduce the fridge
temperature. So from
now on, you won t have to
wait for your favourite
drinks to cool.

*Image used for representational purpose only

Multi Air ow
This one of a kind feature
improves the circulation
of air, regulates the
temperature and also
eliminates all possibilities
of condensation. It makes
sure temperature is evenly
maintained in all shelves.
So now, no matter where
you keep your food in the
fridge, it will always stay
fresh.
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Serie 8 | Features

A world of features.
Discover cutting-edge features that promise to surprise you like never before.

Energy Ef ciency Class A++#:
Cools especially ef ciently.
NoFrost:
Never defrost again, thanks to perfect protection
from ice formation - that saves time and effort.
Indoor Electronics:
Modern display in the door - convenient to
operate and read from outside.
LED Light:
The premium light arc evenly illuminates all articles in the
refrigerator ensuring that they are visible at a glance.
Ice Water Dispenser:
The stylish and convenient in-door ice and water dispenser
gives you chilled water, crushed ice and ice-cubes
(1.9kg of ice cubes in 24 hours) with just one button.
Easy Access Shelf:
To meet our varying daily needs we have the height-adjustable easy-lift glass
shelf. Which lets you organize storage space quickly and easily. The shelf can
be raised or lowed by 6cm with one hand - even when fully loaded. The
refrigerator door shelves too are adjustable and slide smoothly and effortlessly
up or down as required without having to unload the contents rst.

#

European standards only.
*Image used for representational purpose only
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 Net capacity fridge section: 354 l
 Electronic temperature control: set the target

temperature clearly and easily.
 Dynamic cooling via integrated fan
 Multi Air ow-System
 4 safety glass shelves of which 3 are height

Fridge Section

adjustable, 1 x extendable EasyAccess shelf 2
shelves extendable
 2 MultiBox drawers - Transparent drawers with a
corrugated bottom, ideal for storing fruits and
vegetables.
 Dairy compartment
 2 door shelf large, 2 door shelf small

 Net capacity freezer section: 201 l
 4 safety glass shelves of which 3 are height

adjustable, incl. one extendable shelf

Freezer Section

 4 plastic shelf
 2 transparent freezer drawers
 5 Door bin

Day Light

MultiAir ow

 2 ice cube trays

FrostFree

 7 segment electronic control

Comfort and
Safety

 Acoustic open door warning system

KAN56V40NE
Performance and
consumption

Design

 Gross capacity 618 l
 Net capacity: 555 l

 Bar handle

 2 MultiBoxes: extra room for lots of fresh fruit and

Freshness System

Dimensions

 Noise level: 45 dB(A) re 1 pW

 Softline-Design, Stainless steel look

vegetables.

 MultiAir ow System: constant air circulation on all

levels - for longer freshness.

 1 compressor/1 cold circuit
 Automatic defrost in fridge section

Technical Information

 Dimensions ( H x W x D):

180 cm x 90 cm x 67.4 cm

 Connected load: 300W
 Nominal voltage: 220-240V
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 Net fridge capacity: 387 l
 Multi Air ow-System
 4 safety glass shelves of which 3 are height

Fridge Section

adjustable, 1 x extendable EasyAccess shelf 2
shelves extendable
 2 door shelf large, 2 door shelf small
 Dairy compartment

 Net capacity freezer: 202 l
 Storage time in power failure: 12 h
 4 Vario Zone - removable glass shelves for extra

space, therefore 2 adjustable

Freezer Section

 2 Pull out drawer on extension rail systems, incl.

1 Big Box
 5 Door bin
 Easy twist ice box

IceTwister

LED Light

Fingerprint
free

MultiAir ow

 Separate, electronic temperature control, LED


BigBox

NoFrost

SuperCooling

VitaFresh

Comfort and
Safety






KAN92VI35

Performance and
consumption



 Gross capacity 659 l
 Net capacity: 604 l
 Noise level: 43 dB(A) re 1 pW

Dimensions

 Doors inox EasyClean, side panels inox colored

Design

 Integrated vertical handle
 LED interior light in fridge / freezer section
 Interior with metal applications

 VitaFresh drawer with humidity control - Fruits

Freshness System

indicators
Supercool function
Super freezing with automatic switch off
Automatic defrost in fridge section
Holiday mode
Optical and acoustic door open warning system
Active Warning System by Temperature increase

and vegetables retain vitamins and stay fresh for
longer.
 Vegetable container on telescopic rails

Technical Information

 Dimensions ( H x W x D):

175.6 cm x 91.0 cm x 72.5 cm

 Connected load: 190W
 Nominal voltage: 220-240V
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 Net fridge capacity: 375 l
 Multi Air ow-System
 AirFreshFilter
 4 safety glass shelves of which 3 are height

Fridge Section

adjustable, 1 easyLift shelf, 1 x extendable
EasyAccess shelf 2 shelves extendable
 2 door shelf large, 3 door shelf small
 Bottle grid
 Dairy compartment

 Net capacity freezer: 202 l
 Storage time in power failure: 12 h
 4 Vario Zone - removable glass shelves for extra

Freezer Section

IceTwister

LED Light

Fingerprint
free

MultiAir ow

space, therefore 2 adjustable
 2 Pull out drawer on extension rail systems,
incl. 1 Big Box
 5 Door bin
 Easy twist ice box

SuperCooling

 Separate, electronic temperature control, LED

indicators
BigBox

NoFrost

VitaFresh

 Supercool function

AirFresh Filter

Comfort and
Safety

 Holiday mode

KAN92LB35
Performance and
consumption

 Super freezing with automatic switch off
 Automatic defrost in fridge section
 Optical and acoustic door open warning system
 Active Warning System by temperature increase

 Gross capacity 655 l ~
 Net capacity: 592 l
 Noise level: 43 dB(A) re 1 pW
 Doors black, side panels inox colored

Dimensions

 Dimensions ( H x W x D):

175.6 cm x 91.0 cm x 72.5 cm

 highDoor design, Glass door , side panels inox

Design

colored
 Integrated vertical handle
 LED interior light in fridge / freezer section
 Interior with metal applications
 VitaFresh plus drawer on telescopic rails with

Freshness System

humidity control - Fruits and vegetables retain
vitamins and stay fresh up to 2 times longer.
Vegetable container on telescopic rails
 VitaFresh drawer - Fish and meat stay fresh for
longer

Technical Information

 Connected load: 190W
 Nominal voltage: 220-240V
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 Illuminated water and ice / crushed ice dispenser

Ice and Water

 Automatic ice cube maker
 Ice cube output kg / 24 h
 Water lter inside

 Net fridge capacity: 368 l
 Multi Air ow-System

Fridge Section

 4 safety glass shelves of which 3 are height

adjustable
 2 door trays
 MultiBox - the special compartment in the door

 Net capacity freezer : 173 l
 Storage time in power failure: 12 h

Freezer Section

 2 transparent freezer drawers
 4 door trays in the freezing compartment

 Premium electronic Touch-control
 Separate temperature control for cooling and
IceTwister

BigBox

LED Light

NoFrost

VitaFresh

Fingerprint
free

MultiAir ow

freezing section

SuperCooling

AirFresh Filter

Comfort and
Safety

 Supercool function
 Super freezing with automatic switch off
 Acoustic open door warning system
 Visual and acoustic warning system in case of

malfunction of the freezer compartment with failure
memory function

KAD92SB30
Performance and
consumption

 Gross capacity 636 l
 Net capacity: 541 l

 bar handle, aluminium
 Illuminated display
 Interior with metal applications

 VitaFresh plus drawer on telescopic rails with

Freshness System

 Dimensions ( H x W x D):

175.6 cm x 91.0 cm x 72.5 cm

 Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

 Glass door, side panels inox colored

Design

Dimensions

humidity control - Fruits and vegetables retain
vitamins and stay fresh up to 2 times longer.
Vegetable container on telescopic rails

 VitaFresh drawer - Fish and meat stay fresh for

longer

Technical Information

 Connected load: 190W
 Nominal voltage: 220-240V
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BSH Household Appliances Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd.
Arena house, 2nd oor, Main building, Plot no 103,
Road no 12, MIDC, Andheri, Mumbai- 400 093
Customer Service: Toll Free 1-800-266-1880
(Mon Sat: 8 am to 8 pm)
www.bosch-home.com/in/

BSH Household appliances reser ves the right to change specifications without notice in the interest of technological progress.
While every effort has been made to ensure that all specifications and descriptions are correct at the time of going to press,
this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide for a particular product. Due to variation in the reproduction process,
colours of products may var y slightly from those depicted. We recommend a visit to a Bosch dealer to confirm that
specifications and colours are to your own satisfaction. All rights reser ved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
in any form by any means without the permission of BSH Household Appliances Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. (E.O.E).

